
Nash Holos Ukrainian Roots Radio

Nash Holos Ukrainian Roots Radio is a bilingual (Ukrainian & English) 60-minute
weekly variety show featuring:

 Contemporary and traditional Ukrainian music by Canadian and international
artists

 Ukrainian Food Flair—Tips for Ukrainian Cooking
 Spiritual meditations and messages
 Upcoming local Ukrainian community events
 Interviews with authors, artists, dignitaries, and other community leaders
 Cultural and historical trivia

 Contests, ticket give-aways, & other interactive listener events

Nash Holos currently airs:

 in Vancouver, Canada Sundays on AM1320
 in Nanaimo, Canada Wednesdays live on 101.7FM
 in over 20 countries on AM, FM and shortwave radio on Taiwan-based PCJ Radio

The program’s website www.nashholos.com features recent podcasts and additional information about
the show. Listeners can keep in touch via the website as well as Facebook and Twitter.

Producer and Program History:

Paulette (Pawlina) Demchuk MacQuarrie was born in Winnipeg, MB and currently lives in Nanaimo,
British Columbia. She has hosted and produced Nash Holos on AM1320 CHMB Vancouver since 2000,
and previously co-hosted an earlier version of the show on CJVB Radio (1990-96). In 2011 she began
co-hosting Media Network Plus, a radio show on the global media industry, which airs weekly on XM
Sirius, SkyDigital and other satellite radio networks. She has also worked as a freelance writer for
corporations and non-profits since 1995.

In 2002, two years after being invited by CHMB in 2000 to revive Nash Holos, Paulette began
promoting the show online as a podcast, recognizing the potential of the internet. In 2010 Nash Holos
was internationally syndicated by PCJ Media (Taiwan), and in 2011 began broadcasting live in
Nanaimo. Plans for further expansion are in progress.

Ukrainian Jewish Heritage on Nash Holos Ukrainian Roots Radio:

Nash Holos is an upbeat and inclusive show about Ukrainian roots and heritage, for listeners who want
to get back in touch with their roots or just learn more about Ukrainian cultural heritage in general.

For centuries, Ukrainian Jews have played a major role in Ukrainian cultural heritage, at home and
abroad. Yet their contributions have been vastly under-represented and unrecognized. This has largely
been due to outside influences with a vested interest in keeping Ukrainians and Jews in continual
conflict.

The public’s general ignorance facilitates these malicious outsiders. It is our goal to raise the public’s
awareness of Ukrainian Jewish Heritage with a regular feature on Nash Holos Ukrainian Roots Radio,
produced with the help of the Jewish Heritage Museum community in Lviv.

Production and broadcast costs to be defrayed through sponsorship by philanthropic individuals or
organizations.

www.nashholos.com


